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Redout is a first-person shooter with a focus on fast-paced, action-packed gameplay. Survival is part of the core gameplay experience as you battle the aliens in the hostile environment of space. Game Features: - Braced for war, humanity has managed to create self-sustained colonies on four distant planets: Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the Moon.
- Each planet possesses its own feature. For instance, the Moon is the most favorable for planetary exploration. - To keep the colonies self-sufficient, they need to constantly monitor the Solar System for any disturbances. - Communication with Earth is kept short, due to the harsh conditions. - As soon as a system is disturbed, self-sufficient

colonies become a danger for the Earth. The more colonies in the Solar System, the more dangerous this threat becomes. - The Redout universe depicts the story of what could have happened if the Earth had never been attacked by the aliens. - Redout opens a window into the future of human-alien relations. - This universe is composed of new
music, new sound effects, new story lines, new voice actors and new cut-scenes. - TONS of new content (25 audio tracks, 7 concept videos, 5 concept artworks). - The soundtrack is a unique experience in the world of video games. - The soundtrack won the 7th International Prize "NEXUS 6" in All-digital and official distribution in 2016 and re-
released on Google Play in 2018. - As of today, it is the only video game soundtrack to win a "NEXUS 6" in Italy. - Meanwhile, the soundtrack won the 1st and 3rd Prize in the category "Animation Original Soundtrack" of the IMAGO CATALOGO PRIMI 2017. - The soundtrack won the 1st Prize in the category "Original Musical Score" of the IMAGO

CATALOGO PRIMI 2017. - The soundtrack won the 1st Prize in the category "Original Musical Score" of the IMAGO CATALOGO PRIMI 2016. - The soundtrack won the 1st Prize in the category "Animated Movie Soundtrack" of the IMAGO CATALOGO 2016. - The soundtrack won the 1st Prize in the category "Original Musical Score" of the IMAGO
CATALOGO 2016. - The soundtrack won the 1st Prize in the category "Original Musical Score" of

Features Key:
16 upgradable skill levels for damage, repair, health, max and more.

Classic WOW-style hit detection.
The power of Dual-Axis Steering.

Multiple loadouts with over 144 combinations of upgrades.

Not all upgrades are available at the beginning of the game -- you'll discover new parts at your skill level as you fight to the top.
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Walking Heavy Game Key features:

16 upgradable skill levels for damage, repair, health, max and more.
Classic WOW-style hit detection.
The power of Dual-Axis Steering.
Multiple loadouts with over 144 combinations of upgrades.

Not all upgrades are available at the beginning of the game -- you'll discover new parts at your skill level as you fight to the top.
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